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LLM: ABDULLA AL

SHARIF

Abdullah steps in to solve problems…
representing and communicating on
behalf of his peers… he brings care
and compassion to his interactions
with others, listens carefully and
actively pursues understanding… he
always tries his best to offer multiple
solutions to help solve issues… I am
very impressed with Abdullah’s
leadership skills.

CRES: BELÉN VEGA

Belén is diligent, kind, smart,
empathetic, compassionate, curious,
driven, creative, fun, funny,
professional, tough,  full of grace, and
overall just an incredible human… she
connects with people on a deep level…
she is generous with her time and her
compassion… she expresses gratitude
often and is humble in receiving
praise… she has made a positive
impact on CRES and will continue to
do so in any community she works in.
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1L: HARJOT SINGH

Jot consistently displays positive energy
and a smile… he stops to talk to each
person and check-in with how they are
doing, especially in a stressful
environment like law school… his energy
and enthusiasm are greatly
appreciated… he inspires and motivates
others… and strives to build a
connection with everyone he meets.

2L: SARAH OSBORN

Sarah has thrown herself
wholeheartedly into the Oregon Law
Community… she is constantly
working to make sure every single
individual that attends Oregon Law is
valued, heard, and supported… she is
motivated to succeed by providing for
others… she is committed to creating
a just learning environment for
students…a strong advocate around
representation, diversity, and
inclusion within the law school and
the legal community as a whole.

3L: RAVYN GOSS

Ravyn is a model leader at the
University of Oregon School of Law…
she is a true advocate, she
is intelligent, she is resourceful, and
her contributions to the law school
community are exemplary… Ravyn is
passionate about what she believes in
and not afraid to fight for it… she is
true to herself and is always sure that
she is a supportive mentor and
friend… her everyday actions show
that she cares and that she will do
good in this world… she
has constantly impressed me with her
ability and commitment to building
an inclusive, caring community… I am
in awe of her courage in the face of
adversity.

STAFF: JESS YATES

Jess is one of the most helpful
community members at UO law… he is
a treasure to the law school, especially
during this unprecedented time where
we have moved to online
instruction… one of the most
supporting and dependable… my days
are genuinely better when we run into
each other… he is someone that I can
lean on every day… Jess has been
a steady influence in assisting faculty…
is just an all around important and
valuable member of our team.

ADMINISTRATOR:

REBECCA IVANOFF

Dean Ivanoff is a dynamic leader…
she's thoughtful, intelligent, caring,
and deeply committed to student
success… she builds bridges, making
meaningful connections, and
supporting students around the
clock… she inspires and challenges
student to be authentic, flexible, and
open to opportunities… she is an
exceptional listener and she notices
when her colleagues need help, too…
she can always be counted on to offer
advice, collaborate on a project, and
get things done under a deadline.

FACULTY: JENNIFER

REYNOLDS

Professor Reynolds is a phenomenal
educator… I’ve learned so much about
the law, society and how to be a better
person in all of her classes… she has
been and continues to be a beacon of
transparency, support, and
leadership… she genuinely seeks out
student feedback… her teaching style
is agile and collaborative… Professor
Reynolds obviously cares about her
students and about this community…
she challenges her students to think
about how we can all do better and
how we can act in an ethical and
values-based manner… throughout
the COVID-19 crisis, she's remained a
kind, empathetic, flexible,
understanding, steadying force for
good for all of her students… I’m
positive that she's one of the best
professors I have ever had.
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